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From trust to terror...from security to survival... Only Ann Rule, who unknowingly worked alongside

the smart and charming Ted Bundy - America's most notorious serial killer - could lend her

razor-sharp insight into these cases of the spouse, lover, family member, or helpful stranger who is

totally trusted but whose lethally violent nature, though masterfully disguised, can and will kill.

Featured here is the case of a Southern California family man who appeared to be the picture of

healthy living with his expertise in naturopathic healing. Luring a beautiful flight attendant into a

passionate affair, he swept her away to a secluded home on the Oregon coast where his jealous

rages escalated, ultimately leading to a brutal sex attack in which she believed she would die. How

this brave victim survived, never knowing her tormentor's whereabouts, and how he resurfaced,

forcing a tragic end for all involved, makes this one of Ann Rule's most compelling narratives. Other

cases include that of the woman who masterminded her husband's murder to gain his inheritance...

the monstrous sadist whose prison release damaged a presidential candidate's campaign and

ended in a bitter double tragedy in a quiet neighborhood three thousand miles away...the shocking

DNA link between a cold-blooded crime and a cold case... and inside the horrific case of the man

who crossed an ocean and several countries to stalk the Eurasian beauty who had fled from him in

desperation.
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I went into this knowing that Ann Rule's Crime Files cover multiple cases in one book as opposed to

just one. Even though I've been an Ann Rule fan for years this is the first Crime Files I've read the



simple reason being that I prefer in depth analysis but I needed a fix from the master. Thus my

expectations for this book were far from high.Mortal Danger actually go in depth on two cases and

gives a once over lightly to three others. The first case tells yet another sad tale of a controlling man

who goes off the deep end trying to keep a woman from leaving. Rule has covered this ground

before but this time the man in question, "Dr" John Branden adds to the mix by being the disciple of

a long-forgotten con-man. Stories like this always beg the unfair question of "why does she stay with

him?" instead of the more obvious, "how does this whack job get away with this for so long?" It may

take a village to raise a child but it takes a team of true-believers to help the likes of Branden avoid

the law: old friends, daughters, ex-patients. These are the people I find baffling.The next case is

more standard police-procedural and bully for Ann Rule for being the rare true crime writer who can

handle more than one style. There's plenty of CSI-like action on display in the story of the

mysteriously massacred newlyweds. There's also another sad display of both our justice system

dropping the ball and the women who bypass Match.com in favor of Inmate.com. I'm all for

true-love, the power of forgiveness, belief in the essential goodness of humanity and the power of

change but a man who's been incarcerated for a murder, especially the murder of his mother, is not

penpal material let alone marriage material.
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